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We investigate the large-time behaviour of solutions to the nonlinear heat- 
conduction equation with absorption 
u,=Ll(u~fl)-UP in Q=RNx(O,m) (El 
with N > 1, d > 0 and critical absorption exponent B = o + 1 + 2/N; the initial func- 
tion u(x, 0) + 0 is assumed to be integrable, nonnegative and compactly supported. 
We prove that u converges as t + co to a unique self-similar function which is a 
contracted version of one of the asymptotic profiles of the nonabsorptive problem 
~,=d(u’+‘), the same for any initial data. The cornerstone of the proof is a 
result about w-limits of (infinite-dimensional) asymptotical dynamical systems. 
Combining this result with an asymptotic evaluation of the mass function as well 
as typical PDE estimates gives the behaviour of (E) for large times. 
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with same conditions on r~ and u(x, 0) and critical value for fl=a+ 1 + 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the solution to 
the initial-value problem 
u,=d(u~+‘)-u~ in Q=RNx (0, co), (0.1) 
a, 0) = %(XJ for XER~. (O-2) 
We assume that u,, f 0 is integrable, nonnegative and compactly 
supported, the space dimension is arbitrary, the exponent u is positive, and 
we consider the so-called critica/ value of the absorption exponent fi, 
/?,=0+1+2/N. 
The asymptotic behaviour of the solution to problem (O.l), (0.2) under 
the above assumptions on u,,, 0 and with B B 1 but p # /?, is well known. 
In particular, for fi > 0, the effect of the absorption term -up is negligible 
for large times and the solution converges to one of the self-similar 
solutions of the porous medium equation (p.m.e.) U, = d(u”+‘), known as 
Barenblatt solutions, cf. [9, 11, 14, 15, 17,221, while for the range 0 + 1 < 
/3 < B, both diffusion and absorption are involved in the asymptotics and 
the solution converges to the so-called very singular solution of (O.l), which 
is uniquely defined, [3, 9, 15-17:21,22]. 
However, the critical case fl= fl, has been investigated only in two par- 
ticular instances (i) [T = 0 (the semilinear perturbation of the heat equation 
u = du - ui+““‘) for all dimensions N> 1 [9, 11, 221; and (ii) the case 
6’2 0 only in dimension N = 1 [lo]. In both cases it is proved that for any 
initial data u0 as above the solution to (O.l), (0.2) converges to a fixed 
solution of the purely diffusive equation (the heat equation or the p.m.e., 
respectively), subject to. a contraction in u (and in x if c > 0) due to the 
effect of the absorption term. Moreover, these contraction factors are 
powers of log(t), thus being unbounded as t -+ co. Asymptotics with log 
factors have been also found in [17 J for the case p > b, for solutions 
whose initial data are not compactly supported, but behave like 1x1 -N as 
1x1 --f co. The authors call these contracted profiles “reconstructed 
similarity solutions.” 
Here we answer the question of asymptotic behaviour for the solutions 
of (O.l), (0.2) in the critical case B = /?*, 0 > 0 for any space dimension 
N > 1. We show that this behaviour can be described by means of a unique 
contracted Barenblatt profile corresponding to a total mass decreasing in 
time with a logarithmic rate. More precisely, let w.,,, be the source-type 
solution to the porous medium equation U, = d(u”+ ‘) with mass 
S u(x, t) dx = A4 > 0, i.e., 
w,(x, t) = t-kF(xt-k’N; a), (0.3) 
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where k = N/(Na + 2) and F({; a) = FJt) is given by the formula 
F(5; a) = Gda2 - 1412E C,, = [ ka/2N( c + 1 )] I”. (0.4) 
The parameter a > 0 is determined as a function of A4 to satisfy the mass 
condition j w,(x, t) dx = j F(<; a) dt = M, which means that 
M= c,(plk= with C, = ~c~‘~C,B(IV/~, 1 + l/a)/f(N/2). (0.5) 
Here B and f denote as usual Euler’s Beta and Gamma functions. With 
these notations, our main result can be formulated as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Under the stated hypotheses on uO, 0, and fi we have us 
t -+ co the limits 
s u(x, t) dx= C,(log t)-“* (1 +0(l)) (0.6) 
4% t) = WM*(,)(X> t) + 4IIWM,(,)(., t)ll ,I 
= (t log t)-k [F,*(xt-k’N(log t)k0’2) + o(l)], (0.7) 
where M,(t) = C,(log t)-N’2 and the values of C, and a, are uniquely 
determined by C, = C,U~~~” and 
NB(N/2, 1 + l/o) ka/2 a, = ,;=/* 
2B(N/2, 1 + /?/a) (0.8) 
We recall that for the purely diffusive equation U, = A(&‘+ ‘) the total 
mass M(t) = j u(x, t) d x is conserved, while for Eq. (0.1) the mass is always 
a decreasing function of time, with a positive limit as t + co if fi > /?, and 
a 0 limit if fl< /?,. The decay rate is in the latter case power-like in t. 
The proof of Theorem 1 begins in Section 1 with an asymptotic estimate 
of the mass M(t) = j u(x, t) dx of a solution based on the assumption that 
u will behave for large times a Barenblatt function with the same mass. 
This motivates the introduction in Section 2 of specific sub- and super- 
solutions taken from [IO], which have the expected decay rate in u and 
growth rate in support and allow us to derive suitable lower and upper 
bounds for the solution. 
We then introduce the resealed variable 
qr, z)=((T+ t)log(T+ t))ku(5(T+ t)k’N (log(z-+ t))-k”‘2, t), (0.9) 
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where r = log( T + t) and T is a large constant. In terms of 8 the asymptotic 
results of Theorem 1 just mean that J 13(<, r) & + C, and 13( .,r) converges 
uniformly to FQ* as z + co. The equation for 0 has the form 
&=A@)+; C(0). (0.10) 
The autonomous part 
A(0) = d(O”+ ‘) + (k/N)(DB .t) + k0 (0.11) 
is the operator corresponding to the porous medium equation (after the 
natural resealing, i.e., (0.9) without the log terms). It is well known that 
solutions in L’(RN) of the infinite dimensional dynamical system 8, = A(8) 
converge as r + cc to its equilibria (the Barenblatt profiles F,). On the 
other hand, the “perturbation” 
C(0) = k0 - (ko/2)(D8.() - 0s (0.12) 
is a first-order operator. The main novelty of our proof lies at this stage 
and consists in showing that the o-limit set for solutions of Eq. (0.10) is a 
subset of the w-limit set Q for 8, = A(8). This is proved as a consequence 
of an abstract result about o-limits of asymptotically small perturbations 
of dynamical systems (Theorem 3), which could have wider applicability. 
The above convergence result allows us to return to the asymptotic 
estimate of Section 1 which can now be completely justified, thus selecting 
w,,, (I) with M,(t) = C,(log t)-Ni2 as the correct asymptotics. Alter- 
natively, we can follow [lo] and perform the mass (or energy) analysis on 
the resealed variable. Thus, in Section 5 we show that our o-limit of 6(r) 
consists only of a single point, which is independent of the particular initial 
data taken by u and depends only on C. In fact, the unique o-limit is 
precisly the Barenblatt profile F, for which J C(F,(t)) d< = 0. The selection 
property of C depends on the factor l/r in (0.10) not being very small. 
More precisely we use the fact that j1 (dr/z) diverges as z + co. 
While part of the proof uses properties of second-order equations, like 
the Maximum Principle, the o-limit analysis can be applied in very general 
circumstances. The whole method can be applied to another equation with 
critical exponent, namely, 
u,=div(lDul”Du)-uB (0.13) 
with N> 1, e > 0, same conditions on u,; B takes on the critical value 
/I, = G + 1 + (a + 2)/N Here Du = (u,, , . . . . uXN) is the spatial gradient of u 
and IDul stands for its length. The results are the same (see Section 6) with 
the only apparent difference in the value of the decay exponent k, which is 
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now N/(o(N+ 1) + 2). The similarity is recovered nevertheless when we 
observe that in both cases 
k = l/V, - l), (0.14) 
which is the decay exponent of the purely absorptive equation ut= -uB 
when /I = fl,. Indeed, the critical value b, is precisely determined in both 
equations as the one for which the diffusive and absorptive decay rates 
coincide and reinforce each other, thus giving rise to the extra log factors. 
In Section 7 we apply our asymptotic estimates after a resealing transfor- 
mation to obtain insight into the question of nonexistence of solutions of 
(0.1) or (0.13) taking on a Dirac mass as initial trace, usually called source- 
type or fundamental solutions. We approximate the initial Dirac mass by 
a sequence of smooth functions with compact support 4, obtained from a 
given 4 by resealing and show that, as a consequence of Theorem 1, the 
corresponding solutions converge uniformly to 0 as n + 00 in any region of 
the form RN x (to, co) with t, > 0, thus giving rise to an initial layer across 
which the solution “disappears.” It will be apparent from the proof that it 
is precisely the existence of the extra log factors in the expressions for large 
t that implies this phenomenon for small t. 
We end our study of the asymptotic behaviour for solutions of (0.1) (or 
(0.13)) by considering what happens when the restriction of compact 
support is eliminated. Rather to our surprise we discovered that there are 
solutions with integrable initial data for which no log factors appear in the 
decay rates and the best estimates that the may obtained are no better that 
those of the diffusive equation. 
THEOREM 2. For any solution u(x, t) or (0.1) or (0.13) with critical 
exponent fl, and such that u(x, 0) E L’(RN) we have as t + co 
M(t) = 1 u(x, t) dx + 0, (0.15) 
u(x, 2) tk -+ 0 (k = MB, - 1)) (0.16) 
uniformly in x E RN. These rates can not be improved under the stated 
assumptions. 
The proofs rely strongly on the use of resealing transformations. The 
argument is also valid for the semilinear case (T = 0, i.e., equation 
U, = Au - up with p = (N+ 2)/N and k = N/2, thus complementing the 
results of [9]. 
The results obtained for Eq. (0.1) can be easily generalized to other 
similar equations, for instance, to 
u, = A(P) -f(u) (0.17) 
5SO/loO/2-I4 
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under an assumption of critical behaviour on the nondecreasing function 
f: [O, co) + [O, co) of the form f(u)/ua* -+ c, 0 < c < co, as u + 0. Further 
details are given in. Section 9. The same applies to Eq. (0.13). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We consider the solution of the Cauchy problem for the quasilinear heat 
equation with absorption, (O.l), with initial data (0.2), under the assump- 
tions stated above. The existence and uniqueness of a weak solution 
UE C([O, cc) : L’(RN)) which is nonnegative, continuous for t >O and has 
compact support in the space variable for every t > 0, as well comparison 
theorems for super- and subsolutions of the problem, can be found for 
instance in [4, 13,201; cf. [13] for a full list of references. 
We will make an estimate of the evolution of the total mass M(t) on the 
assumption that for every fixed and large time the solution u(t) = U(X, t) 
can be uniformly approximated by the Barenblatt function with the same 
mass M(t) = J U(X, t) dx, 
u(t) = wM(*)(-v f) + 4IIh4(t,(f)ll co), (1.1) 
while the support of u(t) is contained in a fixed multiple of the support of 
wMc,). We begin by integrating Eq. (0.1) in RN to obtain 
; M(t)=f u(dx=l d(u”+‘)dx-1 uBdx. (1.2) 
The first term on the right vanishes for solutions with compact support, 
while in order to estimate the integral j uB dx for large and fixed t > 0 we 
compute 
f 
w&,,dx=teBkC{ (a’- Jx12 t-2klN)ydx 
s 
= t-‘C{aN+2@’ s (1 - Irl’)y dt = CZaNfZB”‘-‘, (1.3) 
where a = a(t) is related to M(t) by (0.5) and 
C2 = 7~~‘~C[B(i?72, 1 + fl/o)/f(N/2). (1.4) 
Combining (0.5), (l.l), (1.2), and (1.3) we obtain for p = /?, 
; M(t)= -C,(M(t))‘+2’Nt-1(l +0(l)) 
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with C3 = C, C;(’ + 2/NJ, integration of which gives 
M(t)=C*(logt+K)-N’2(1+0(1))=C*(logt)~N’2(l+0(1)), (1.6) 
where C, = (2C,/N)-N’2 = C,(NC,/(2Cz))N’2 and K is the integration con- 
stant. In this way we would have arrived at estimate (0.6) of Theorem 1, 
and (0.7) would follow from it. 
It is worth noting that the function 
w(x, t)= (t log t)-k F(xtF’N(log t)k”2; a,), (1.7) 
which can replace the solution U(X, t) to first-order of approximation, is 
not a solution of (0.1) though it solves the quasilinear parabolic equation 
W,=(l-$-) &“tl-&$. (1.8) 
2. EXACT LOWER AND UPPER ESTIMATES 
The first step in the proof of Theorem 1 consists in obtaining upper and 
lower estimates with exact growth or decay rates. This has been done in 
[lo], so we recall here the main facts. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any T > 1 and 0 < a < A = C;“12kk”i2 the function 
_u(x, t; T,a)=((T+t)log(T+t))pkF(5;a) (2.1) 
is a weak subsolution of Eq. (0.1) in Q. Here 5 =x(T+ t)-k’N log(T+ t)k”‘2. 
Proof By weak subsolution we understand a continuous, nonnegative 
function u which satisfies the integral inequality 
for every test function 4 E C:(Q), 4 >, 0. One can see that _u > 0, u” is 
Lipschitz continuous and that for aE (0, A) the inequality 
g4,<d(Zf+1)-g+1+2’N (2.3) 
holds at every point of Q, where _u >O. This is enough for u to be a 
subsolution. 1 
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LEMMA 2.2. For sufficiently large T> exp( 1 + No) and constants a > 0 
and b > No/ [2( 1 - (1 + No)/log T)] > 0 the function 
U(x, t; T, a) = ((T+ t) log(T+ t))-k F(d(t)t; a), (2.4) 
where d(t)= [l +b/log(T+ t)]-“2, is a weak supersolution of (0.1) in Q. 
Proof: The definition of weak supersolution is similar to (2.2) with > 
replaced by <. As in Lemma 2.1 the proof consists in checking that (2.3) 
holds with reverse inequality at points where U> 0, since U” is Lipschitz 
continuous. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. There exist constants a- and a+, 0 <a- <a+, such that 
for sufficiently large T> 1 
((T+ t) log(T+ t))-k F(& a-) 
~a(x,t)~((T+t)log(T+t))-kF(r;a+) 
for XER~ and t> T. 
(2.5) 
Proof: It is well known that there exists T, > 0 such that ~(0, T,) > 0 
and u(x, T,) is a continuous function with compact support [ 12, 13,203. 
Consider u(x, t) as the solution of the Cauchy problem for (0.1) in 
RN x (T,, co) with compactly supported initial function u(x, T,). By 
Lemma 2.2 and known comparison theorems, we can find a value of a = a,, 
such that for fixed and large enough T, > 2T, + 1 
4x, t) <W, t; T2 - T, , aI) in RNx (T,, 00). Q-6) 
Let pz - T, = T. Then we obtain 
4x, t) d ((T+ t) lo&T+ t))-k F(5/[1 +b/log(T+ t)]“‘; a,) 
for t > T,. Using the fact that F(& a) is a nonincreasing function of ItI we 
obtain 
F(5/[1+ b/log(T+ t)]“‘; a,) 
< F(5/[1 + b/log T]“*; a,) 
= [ 1 + b/log T] ~ “O F( 5; a, [ 1 + b/log T] I’*) 
GF(5;a,[l+b/log T]“*). 
This implies the upper estimate in (2.5) with a+ = al[l + b/log T]‘/*. 
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In order to prove the lower estimate we take for a fixed T as above a 
constant a _ > 0 so small that 
u(x, T) > (2Tlog(2T))Pk F(x(~T)-~‘~ (log(2T))““‘2; a -) 
= g(x, T; T, a-). (2.7) 
It then follows from Lemma 2.1 that u(x, t) > u(x, t) for every t > T. 1 
If we now perform the change of variables (0.9) of the Introduction the 
function 6 will be a weak solution of Eq. (0.10) taking at z, = log T the 
initial condition 
e(t, T*) = (Tlog T)k u&Tk”“(log T)--ku!2) (2.8) 
for 5 E RN. Thanks to Lemma 2.3, f3 is bounded from above and below in 
RN~(~O, co), To= log(2T), 
F(<; a - ) d elk T) G et; a + 1. (2.9) 
As a consequence of these estimates we can also control the growth of 
the support of u( ., t) as t -+ co. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For every solution as above we have the following 
estimate for the support: there exists T such that for t > T 
(1x1 <a-(T+ t)k’N (log(T+ t))-k”!2} csupport(u(., t)) 
s (1x1 <a+(T+ t)k’N (lo&T+ t))Pka’2}. (2.10) 
We will proceed in the next sections with the precise study of the large- 
time behaviour of Eq. (0.10). This study is based on the observation that 
the term (l/r) C(0) can be viewed as a small perturbation for large times, 
which reduces us to study the (resealed) porous medium equation 
0, = A(8). The next section will be devoted to stating and proving the 
necessary perturbation result in a general framework. 
3. W-LIMITS OF PERTURBED DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
We consider a general dynamical system given by the evolution equation 
u,=A(u) (3.1) 
with good asymptotic properties, and a perturbation 
u,=B(t,u) (3.2) 
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such tha .tB - A is asymptotically small, and conclude that the w-limit set 
for the solutions of (3.2) is contained in the w-limit set for (3.1). The 
precise hypotheses we need to prove such a result are 
(Hl ) We consider a class Y of solutions u E C( [0, co) : X) of (3.2) 
defined for every t> 0 with values in a complete metric space X We 
assume that the orbits {u(t)},,,, are relatively compact in X. Moreover, if 
we let 
u’(t) = u(t + z), t, ? > 0, 
then the sets {u’} r > 0 are relatively compact in L,zc( [0, co) : X). We denote 
by d( ., .) the distance associated to X. 
(H2) B is a small perturbation of A in the following asymptotic 
sense: given a solution u E 9’ of (3.2), if for a sequence { tj + co }, u(t + tj) 
converges to a function u(t) in L,z& [0, co ) : X) as j -P co, then o is a solu- 
tion of (3.1). 
(H3) The o-limit set of Eq. (3.1) in X, 
O={f~X:3u~C([O,co):X)solutionof(3.1) 
and a sequence tj + co such that u( tj) + f} 
is nonvoid, compact, and uniformly stable in the following sense: for every 
E > 0 there exists 6 = 8(s) > 0 such that if u is any solution of (3.1) such that 
d(u(O), 52) < 6 then 
d(u(t), Q) GE for every t > 0. 
Under these circumstances, if the o-limit of a solution u(t) of (3.2) with 
initial value u(O) = u0 is defined as 
w(u,,) = {f~ X : 3 a sequence tj + cc such that u( tj) --) f> 
we have 
THEOREM 3. The o-limits sets for the solutions of (3.2) in the class Y are 
contained in Q. Consequently, the orbits approach uniformly D as t + KI. 
We divide the proof of the theorem into a series of lemmas. To begin 
with, the define for every fixed solution u E Y and every E > 0 the good and 
bad sets 
~e={t>O:d(u(t),SZ)<&}, (3.3) 
s&={t>O:d(u(t),a)>E}. (3.4) 
Clearly, SE u S& = (0, co ), g8 A .6& = 0 and BzEz E 9?$, if 0 < el < e2. 
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We begin the study 99” and 9$ for large t with 
LEMMA 3.1. For every fixed u and E there exists a sequence (tj + CO } 
contained in 9$. 
Proof. Let { tj} be an arbitrary sequence such that tj -+ co. By (H2) we 
may assume (after passing to a subsequence if necessary) that as j + cc, 
U(S + tj) --, v(s), a solution of (3. I), uniformly on compact subintervals of 
(0, co). On the other hand, by (H3) v(s) converges to Q as s+ co, hence 
there exists s0 > 0 such that for s > s0 
d(u(s), Q) d 42. (3.5) 
The convergence of U(S + tj) to u(s) implies that there exists j, such that 
d(u(S + tj), U(S)) GE/~ (3.6) 
for every 0 < s f s0 if j > j,. Together, these inequalities imply 
which means that { tj + so> jz j0 c q. i 
We turn our attention to the set g6. Since BE is an open set, if it is not 
empty it can be written as a countable or finite union of mutually disjoint 
open intervals 
%= l.J c, Z”, = (a;, b”,) (3.7) 
” 
with 0 <a: < 6:. Lemma 3.1 rules out the possibility of an unbounded 
interval going to + co. We also have 
LEMMA 3.2. The sequence of lengths { 1, = bz - a:} is bounded, 
I, f c = C(&, u). 
Proof. It is based on the same arguments as the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Assuming that there exists a sequence I, + co and that the intervals (a:, 6:) 
are ordered, we take t, = (a: + b;)/2 and apply the previous argument to 
obtain an s0 such that tj+ s0 E 4 for a subsequence { tj}. Since, by delini- 
tion of ZE, tj+ t $9$ for any t E (0,1,/2) and Ii + co, we arrive at a 
contradiction. Therefore {In} must be bounded. [ 
Finally, we prove that 9$ is empty or bounded. 
LEMMA 3.3. There exists a constant C= C(E, u) such that 
cc, W)E%‘,. (3.8) 
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Prooj If (3.8) is false, there exists an index subsequence {j + co } such 
that ZJ c Be. We may also assume that a:,, > a;. Let 
(3.9) 
where 6 is the function in the definition of uniform stability of a, (H3). 
Since rl <E we have gE c g,, and to every interval ZJ there corresponds a 
larger interval ZJ = (a;, by) contained in c&,. Some of the intervals ZJ! may 
be repeated, though only a finite number of times each since 
bi” -a; < ~(7, u). (3.10) 
We will assume that the repetitions have been cancelled out. Anyway, by 
(3.10) there will be an infinite number of intervals left. From the definition 
of $?,, it follows that if tj = a! 
d("(tj), Q, = 9. (3.11) 
Passing again to a subsequence that we still denote by {j}, the sequence 
of functions { u(t + tj)} converges uniformly on compact subintervals of 
(0, cc) to a solution u(t) of (3.1). Therefore, for j>j, we have 
d(“(o), u(tj)) G rl, (3.12) 
so that from (3.1 l), d(u(O), 52) d 2~ and by the stability hypothesis (H3) 
d(u(t), 52) <E/2 (3.13) 
for any 0 < t < co. Now, the convergence of u(t + tj) toward u(t) implies 
that given c = c(r], U) there exists j, > 0 such that 
d(u(t+tj), u(t))<&/2 (3.14) 
for O<t<c(~ U) and jai,. Then 
d(U(t+tj),Q)<d(U(t+tj),U(t))+d(U(t),Q)<E, (3.15) 
hence [u,E, b;] c [a? ~, a; + c(q, u)] G q for all j 2 j,, a contradiction. 1 
End of Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 3.3, for any solution u of (3.2) 
and every E > 0 there exists t, = ti(s, U) > 0 such that for t 2 t, 
44th a) < E. 
It is then clear that the o-limit set of the orbit (u(t)} is contained 
in Sz. 1 
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4. W-LIMITS FOR EQUATION (0.10) 
We apply Theorem 3 to the equation satisfied by 0, i.e., (O.lO)-(0.12). To 
adapt the notation of Section 3 to our equation we go back to the 
terminology and values of Section 2 and make the correspondences 
t = T, x = ( E B = B,+(O) c R”, u = 8, (4.1 1 
with a, defined in Lemma 2.3. We take as A the operator defined in (0.11) 
and B(r, u)=A(u) + (l/z) C(u) with C given by (0.12). As a functional 
space we take 
X= {~EL.‘(B):F(~;u~)~~(~)~F(~;u+) a.e. in B) 
with F(;(5; a) defined in (0.4). 
(4.2) 
Let us check that A satisfies the condition (H3). It is well known that the 
porous medium equation generates a semigroup of contractions in L’(R”‘). 
In fact, for every two solutions 8, and e2 of 0, =A(B) with initial data 
0,( ., 0), 13,(., 0) in L’(R”‘) and every z > 0 we have 
CO,(t, 0) - Ut, O)] + dl, (4.3) 
cf. [6, 191. In particular, the L’-norm of any nonnegative solution is an 
invariant of the evolution. The comparison result that follows from (4.3) 
ensures that all solutions with initial data in X stay in X for all positive 
times. On the other hand, the Barenblatt profiles represent he equilibria of 
8, = A(8) in the above class X. 
Finally, it is also known [S] that for the porous medium equation the 
o-limit of any solution with initial datum B0 E X consists precisely of the 
Barenblatt profile F(<; a) with the same L’-norm as 8, (this uniquely deter- 
mines the constant a). Therefore, the set &I consists in our application of 
Q={F(~;u):u~Gl<u+}, (4.4) 
which is clearly a compact subset of X. In fact, it consists exclusively of 
fixed points and the L’-contraction property (4.3) implies that Q is 
uniformly stable. Moreover, every point of Q is Lyapunov-stable (with 
E = 6 in the definition (H3)). 
As for condition (Hl), the solutions to u, = B(T, u) stay in X thanks to 
a similar comparison argument, cf. Lemma 2.3. It follows from the boun- 
dedness of the orbit in L”(RN) together with general interior regularity 
results [4, 51 that the orbits are relatively compact in the space of 
continuous functions C(B). 
Finally, one easily checks in the definition of weak solution that, due to 
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the boundedness of 0, the integral terms coming from (l/r) C(0) converge 
to 0 as z + co, which proves (H2). 
Consequently, Theorem 3 can be applied. It should be noted that the 
convergence takes place not only in L’(B) but also in the uniform norm. 
This is an important fact that we shall use in the next section. 
5. MASS ANALYSIS: UNIQUENESS OF STABLE ASYMPTOTICS 
The end of the proof of Theorem 1 is now straightforward. Thanks 
to Theorem 3 we may approximate a solution e(., z) of Eq. (0.10) by a 
Barenbiatt profile F with a small uniform error if r is large enough 
et., 7) = Ft.; 47)) + A.7 7) (5.1) 
with p(-, z) = o(1) uniformly in RN as r + 00. We also know by 
Corollary 2.4 that the support of the solution can be estimated up to a 
multiplicative factor. It is then easy to prove that we may approximate 
e( ., r) by the profile F with same integral as e( ., r), i.e., we may choose a(7) 
such that f F(‘(5; 47)) dt = J e(<, Z) d< and the order of error will not be 
changed. Undoing the change of variables (0.9) we obtain 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For large t we have the uniform estimate 
4-9 t) = W,(,)C, t) + 4(t log P), (5.2) 
where M(t) is the integral of u at time t. 
Since the assumption on the support also holds, the asymptotic estimate 
for M(t) obtained in Section 1 is justified. Together with the convergence 
results of Sections 3 and 4, it proves Theorem 1. 
We will give below a different proof of the existence of a unique 
asymptotic profile based on the study of the resealed Eq. (O.lO), since it 
gives a new light on this phenomenon and could be applicable to quite 
general equations of the form (0.10) under certain structural assumptions. 
As in [IO) we consider the mass of 8, 
~(7) = wc, aI, 7>70. (5.3) 
Using well-known regularity properties of the weak solution to the initial 
problem (O.l), (0.2) [4, 5, 12,201 (see also references in [13]) we obtain a 
u E C’(R + : L’(B)), and hence C)E C’((7,, co) : L’(B)). Moreover, it is easy 
to check that for every 7 > to 
s A(@<, 7)) d4 =0 (5.4) 
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and 
We(t)) - 1 C(e(t, 7)) 4 = (N/2) II&., z)ll, - Ilet., # 
with p= rr+ 1 +2/N. From (O.lO)-(0.12) we have for E 
(5.5) 
dE 1 
x=; W&z)) (5.6) 
for t > tO. Note that, by the estimates of Section 2, the trajectories for our 
equation have uniformly bounded energy and H(B) is also bounded. The 
following asymptotic result completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Under the assumed hypotheses on u,, 
44) = {f-a* $3 
where a., is defined in (0.8). 
(5.7) 
The proof is again based on the idea that for large r the solution e(r) lies 
very close to the set Q = {F, : a _ < a < a + }. Hence, we may replace 8 by 
F,, with a =a(t), in formula (5.5) above and study the evolution of the 
corresponding ODE for a(t). To this effect we shall use the formulas 
with C, as in (0.5), and 
llFOl\, = C,aNlk” (5.8) 
H(F,) = C2aNIuk[aiak - a2fok] (5.9) 
with C2 given by (1.4). Substituting ~~F,~~ r for E and H(F,) for H(8) in (5.6) 
we obtain the approximate equation 
da C4a -=- 
dz T [a* 
2/ok _ a2/ok It (5.10) 
which has as only possible bounded stable asymptotics a = a,. This 
approximate asymptotic calculation is justified in the following way: 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume there exists a limit 
E(t)+E, us z-+co. (5.11) 
Then E,, equals 11 FJ 1 = E,, and 0(<, T) -+ F,.(t) uniformly in r. 
Proof (i) First, thanks to (2.9) we have 
O<E-<E(r)<E+ (E, = IlfT.; a.)llr) (5.12) 
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for all z > rO, so that E,E [E-, E,]. Under the assumption (5.11) it 
follows from the application of Theorem 3 to our equation that 
w(e,)!L{F,:a-eze2+, IIFaIl,=Eo). (5.13) 
Since /FO\,ll i is a strictly increasing function of u > 0, cf. (5.8), the 
equation llF,ll i = &, has unique solution a = a,, a- < a, < a,, and ~(0,) 
consists of a unique function F,,. Hence, 
et., ~1 --t Ft.; a,) uniformly in B as r -+ co. (5.14) 
(ii) Let us show that uo=u,. Using (5.14) we have 
ff(N~)) + ff(F(.; uo)) (5.15) 
as r + co. By (5.9) the function H(F,,) is positive for 0 <a, < a, and 
negative for ~,>a,. If ~,#a,, suppose, for instance, that a, < a,. Then 
for r large enough we can conclude from (5.6) and (5.15) that for any 
suffkiently large r the following inequality holds 
(5.16) 
Thus, E(r) + cc as r + co which contradicts (5.12), i.e., the boundedness 
from above of the energy trajectory. We observe that the nonintegrability 
of l/r at co is crucial at this stage. 
In the same way the opposite assumption a, > a, leads to the conclusion 
E(r) -+ -co as r + co, in contradiction also with (5.12). 1 
In order to finish the proof of Proposition 5.2 we consider the possibility 
that (5.7) does not hold. Then from Lemma 5.1 we conclude that E(z) 
cannot have a limit as t + co. Since E(r) is bounded, it is necessarily on 
oscillatory function near z = co, and hence by the compactness of the 
trajectory {et., r), r > to} ( see Section 4) and Theorem 3 there exist two 
sequences ~~ + co and fk + co such that 0( ., tj) + F( .; a) and 0( ., Sk) + 
F(.;u’) uniformly in B as j, k+m, where u#a’ and a, U’E[U-,a+]. 
From (5.8), llf’AII and llF,,II i must be different. Then either a #a, or 
u’#u,. 
Consider, for instance, the case a, <a’, a < a’. Fix an arbitrary 
a, E (a, a’), a, > a,. Then, by the continuity of E(z) and its oscillatory 
property near r = co there exists a sequence rJ + cc as j+ co such that not 
only II0(r,!)ll, = I/F,, (I i but also the energy is nondecreasing at those points, 
dE 
x ($)20 for all j. (5.17) 
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Then Theorem 3 implies that 
W,r) -+ F,, uniformly in 5 as j -+ co, (5.18) 
and from the energy equation (5.6) we obtain 
(5.19) 
Now, since a, >a, it follows from (5.9) that H(F,,) ~0. Hence, from (5.19) 
we obtain the inequality 
z; f (z1)<0 for all suffuciently large j, 
which contradicts (5.17). This assertion completes the proof of Proposi- 
tion 5.2 and hence of Theorem 1. 1 
Remark 5.1. The above mentioned analysis is based on some general 
arguments that we sum up as follows: we have a dynamical system (* ) 
u,=A(u) and a perturbation (**) u,=B(z, U) with the properties 
(Hl)-(H3) of Section 4. We assume that there is a functional E which 
remains bounded on orbits of (**), is differentiable on the orbits and 
dE(u(t)) 
dt 
=&l-(t) mu(l)), 
where E is a continuous function defined in a subspace x’ of X which con- 
tains the orbits and Q (in our case L’(B) n C(B)). We also assume that the 
orbits are relatively compact in X’, that the w-limit set of (*) 52 is a linear 
set (i.e., it can be continuously parametrized in a one-to-one way with a 
parameter a E [a-, a,]), that H has only one zero on Q and that 
s mf.(f)dt=ca. (5.21) 
Then the u-limit of every solution is included in the zero set of H in Q. 
It should be interesting to obtain a general result without the very strict 
assumption on the topology of Q. 
6. EQUATION WITH GRADIENT DIFFUSION AND ABSORPTION 
1. Main Result 
As a second example of application of the techniques discussed so far, we 
study in this section the large-time behaviour of the solutions u>O of the 
equation 
Ur=div(lDulODu)--uP in Q, (6.1) 
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with u > 0 and critical value for /?, /I, = (T + 1 + (a + 2)/N. The initial-data 
U(X, 0) = uO(x) satisfy 
u. B 0 in RN, USE L”(RN) n L’(RN), u. has compact support. (6.2) 
The existence, uniqueness, and comparison results for nonnegative weak 
solutions to this Cauchy problem are well established (see references in 
Cl& 131). 
The aim of this section will be to establish the asymptotic behaviour of 
such solutions which again will turn out to be independent of the initial 
data. Indeed, we will show that U(X, t) converges as t + co to the unique 
approximate self-similar solution 
w(x, t) = (t log t) --k F( 5; a,), (6.3) 
5 = xt -k/N(log t)kol(u + 2). (6.4) 
where the essential exponent k is now given by k = N/(a(N + 1) + 2) = 
MB, - 11, and 
Co= (g(a+2)-1 [k/~]l’(u+‘)}(a+‘)‘a, (6.6) 
and a, = a,(a, N) > 0 is the constant which is defined below. 
In the next theorem the convergence of U(X, t) to w(x, t) as t -+ co is 
stated in terms of the resealed function 
qt. t)= ((T+ t)log(T+ t))k u(((T+ t)k’N (log(T+ t))-k”(0+2), 1) (6.7) 
for some large T> 0. The result, similar to Theorem 1, will be formulated 
below in the following equivalent way. 
THEOREM 4. For any fixed T > 1 the following estimate holds 
Ott, t) + 1;(5; a,) uniformly in RN as t + 00, 
where 
(6.8) 
NB((u+ l)N/(o+2), (a+ 1)/a+ 1) 
> 
ko/(o + 2) 
a* = cou//(a+2) 
(0.2)B((a+ l)N/(a+2), (a+ 1)/?/a+ 1) . 
(6.9) 
This implies a decay estimate for the total mass as t + 00 of the form 
s u(x, t)dx=C,(log t)-N’(0+2)(1 +0(l)), (6.10) 
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where C, = Cl aclk” and C, given below in (6.22). This is completely 
similar to estimate (0.6) for Eq. (0.1). 
As in the previous case the proof consists of three steps. We begin with 
a preliminary result from [lo]. 
2. Exact Lower and Upper Estimates 
LEMMA 6.1. There exist constants a _ , a + > 0 (a ~. < a + ) such that for 
sufficient/y Iarge T > 1 the foliowing estimates hold 
((T+t)log(T+t))-kF(<;a-) 
<u(x, t)d((Tf t)log(Tft))pkf’15;a+) 
in RNx (T, co). 
(6.11) 
These estimates how that the approximately self-similar solution (6.3) 
describes the actual space-time structure of u(x, t) for large t. 
3. Structure of the o-Limit Set for the Resealed Equation 
The function B(r, T), t=log(T+ t), defined in (6.7) satisfies the 
degenerate parabolic equation 
b',=A(tI)++@) (6.12) 
in Bx (r*, co), where B= (151 <a+} and z,=log T. Here 
A(0) = div( 1081” 00) -t (k/N)(DB .5) + k6’ (6.13) 
is the stationary part of the operator in (6.12) and corresponds to the 
natural resealing of the p-Laplacian equation u, = div( I&J” Du), while 
c(e) = ke - 
( > 
$ pe.t)-es. (6.14) 
For any fixed a > 0 the function F(<; a) from (6.5) is a radial weak 
solution with compact support of the stationary equation A(F) = 0 in RN. 
It follows from Lemma 6.1 that 
JT5; a- 1 G &t, 7.) G F15; a+ ) in RNx (z,, co) (6.15) 
with z0 = log(2T). Hence 0(& T) satisfies the boundary condition 
WC, 2)=0 on dBfor any tas,. (6.16) 
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It also satisfies the initial condition 
et<, 0) = e,(t) 
and B0 has compact support in B. 
in B, (6.17) 
Using (6.15) we conclude that the trajectory {0(., r), r > zO} is compact 
in C(B) [4,5], and we can define the o-limit set ~(0,) for the solution 
19({, r) in the space X defined again by formula (4.2). We now apply 
Theorem 3 with the definitions (4.1), (4.2) and our present definitions of 8, 
5, r, A, C, k, a,, a-, and T. 
The necessary properties of the present operators A and C are similar to 
those described in Section 4 for Eqs. (O.lOk(O.12). Thus, it is well known 
that the p-Laplacian operator generates a semigroup of ordered contrac- 
tions in L’(RN), that the integral J u(x, t) dx of its solutions is invariant in 
time and that the resealed solutions converge uniformly to Barenblatt 
profiles defined by formula (6.5), cf. [18]. The relative compactness of the 
orbits (even in the space C(B)) follows from interior regularity results 
[4, 51. Finally, condition (H2) is checked as in Section 4. 
4. Mass Analysis 
As in Section 5 we obtain for the energy E(z) = Ile(., r)lli E C1(zO, co) the 
equation 
where 
tuw, 4 - liw, 41;. (6.19) 
Again as in Proposition 5.2 we are able to show that for every solution 
de,) = v,. 1, (6.20) 
thanks to the estimate of H(8) on the set Q = {F, : a- < a d a + } 
H(F,)= ~~~N/ka[,~+2)lok_~(~+2)l~k], 
2nN’2(o+1) cl+,,kB fa+ljN (a+l)B+l (6.21) 
C2=(a+2)r(N/2) O 0+2 ’ fJ 
and the fact that 
IIFAI 1 = ClaN’ko, 
(6.22) 
C 1 =2nNj2C B 0 
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so that [[Fall i is strictly monotone with respect to a > 0. Thus for 
any E, E [E_ , E, ] the equation llF,ll i = E0 has a unique solution 
%ECa-,a+l. 
With these formulae the argument of Section 5 can be litterally repeated 
to supply the end of the proof of Theorem 4. Of course, an alternative mass 
analysis can be performed using the technique of Section 1. 1 
7. NONEXISTENCE OF FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 
In a recent paper, [16], it has been proved that Eq. (0.1) with c > 0 and 
p> b, does not admit solutions u(x, t) > 0 in Q such that u(x, 0) =0 for 
x #O except for the trivial one u = 0. In particular, there exist no 
fundamental solutions, i.e., solutions taking on a multiple of the Dirac 
mass as initial data. 
In this section we shall use the asymptotic description for solutions with 
compact support to explain what happens when we approximate the Dirac 
mass by a sequence of (smooth) functions with compact support. In fact, 
we will show that an initial layer occurs, across which the solution loses its 
whole mass an becomes 0, the only allowed solution under those 
circumstances according to [ 16 J. 
The connections between the behaviours for t + 0 and t --f 00 is based on 
the scaling transformation 
(FiU)(X, t) = AkU(Ak’NX, At), (7.1) 
which maps solutions of (0.1) into solutions of (0.1) for any ,? > 0 if 
k = N/(Na + 2) as above. It also preserves the total mass in the following 
sense 
j (Ku)(x, t) dx = j u(x, At) dx. (7.2) 
We construct an approximation to a Dirac mass M&x) with M > 0 as 
follows. We take any continuous and nonnegative function with compact 
support d(x) defined in RN and such that j +JJ dx = M and let for n = 1,2, . . . 
h(x) = nNd(nx). (7.3) 
Clearly 4, converges to M6 in the weak topology of measures in RN. Let 
now u (resp. u,) be the solution to (O.l), (0.2) corresponding to initial data 
q~5 (resp. (6,). As n grows we have 
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THEOREM 5. As n + IX the sequence u,(x, t) converges to 0 uniformly in 
sets of the form RN x (to, co) for any t,, > 0. Moreover for all large 
n>n(t,, $) we have for t2 t, 
s u,(x, t)dx<C logt+zlogn ( 
-N/2 
, 
-k 
, 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
where C depends only on Q an N but not on t, or 4. 
The proof consists in observing that u, = FAnu with I, = nNlk, since both 
u, and F&u are solutions of (0.1) and their initial data coincide. The 
estimates are then a simple consequence of Theorem 1 applied to u. 
The same result is true and the same argument applies if we replace 
Eq. (0.1) by Eq. (0.13) also with critical exponent /I=/?*. Of course we 
have to change k into N/(o(N + 1) + 2). 
Let us point out to end this section that a similar phenomenon of 
disappearance after an initial layer has been described in [7] for the 
nonnegative solutions of the diffusion equation u, = (u~u~)~ in the singular 
range - 12 ~7 > -2. In that case for every initial data u0 E L’(R) the solu- 
tion u,(x, t) defined in R x (0, 00) disappears in sets of the form R x (to, co) 
as d + -2. 
8. SOLUTIONS WITH L’ DATA 
We have proved that a solution u(x, t) of Eq. (0.1) such that its 
initial data u(x, 0) are compactly supported will eventually decay like 
O((t log t)-k) while its mass will decay as O((log t)-N’2). The assumption 
of compact support plays here an important role; as we have announced in 
the Introduction (Theorem 2) such estimates are not true for general initial 
data u(x, 0) E L’(RN), u(x, 0) 20. The present section will be devoted to 
prove this fact. 
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 2 we observe that, as a 
subsolution to the porous medium equation u,= A(&‘+ ‘), a solution of 
(0. 1) will have a nonincreasing mass function M(t) and will also satisfy the 
following uniform decay rate: 
u(x, t) < C(a, N)(M(0))2k’N t-k (8.1) 
with k = N/(Na + 2) as before, cf. [ 1,2,23]. Nothing essentially better than 
these quantitative estimates can be obtained for any finite time interval if 
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the only information we have on the initial data is the mass M(0) < cc, and 
this applies even for smooth data with compact support. 
LEMMA 8.1. Given a certain time T > 0 and a fixed initial mass M > 0 
there exist solutions of (0.1) with compactly supported initial data u(x, 0) and 
l u(x, 0) dx = M, such that the following holds: For every 0 < t < T 
M(t) > M/2 and 
where c > 0 does not depend on T. 
llu(., t)ll m 2 c(t + Tk, (8.2) 
Proof Let us pick any smooth initial data VIE L’(RN) such that 
vO(x) 3 0, j v0 dx = A4 and v0 is positive at x = 0. Solving problem (O.l), 
(0.2) with initial data v0 produces a function VE C([O, co) : L1(RN)). 
Hence, there exists t, > 0 such that 1 v(x, t) dx > M/2 for 0 < t $ t,. Let 
c = inf{v(O, t)(t + t,)k : 0 Q t < to} > 0. 
We now apply to v the scaling transformation (7.1) and put u = &v with 
A = t,/T. Since the transformation is mass preserving we obtain 
j u(x, 0) dx = M and 
I u(x, t) dx > M/2 (8.3) 
for 0 < t < to/l = T. Moreover, we have in this interval 
(t+T)kII~(~,t)ll,=~k(t+T)kl/v(.,~t)ll,~c. 1 (8.4) 
The preceding proof is based on the properties of the transformation & 
which for I < 1 flattens the data. If we eliminate the restriction of compact 
support the same effect will allow us below to construct solutions whose 
decay rates have no logarithmic factors. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Part (1) We begin by establishing both decay 
rates. The mass estimate follows from Theorem 1 by approximation. Thus, 
given E > 0 we may find a function v,, E C(RN), v0 3 0 with compact support 
and such that (IQ- vOll i <s/2. From standard properties it then follows 
that for every t > 0 
lb(t) - v(t)ll1 6 @, (8.5) 
where v(t) = v( ., t) is the solution of (0.1) with initial data v,,. Since by 
Theorem 1 f v(t) dx + 0 as t + 00, there exists T > 0 such that for t > T 
j u(t) dx < llu(t) - v(t)ll1+ j- u(t) dx d c, 
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which settles (0.15). As for the La-estimate (0.16), we only have to recall 
that u is a subsolution to the porous medium equation and use estimate 
(8.1) with origin of time at t, < t to obtain 
24(x, t) 6 C(M(t,))2k’N (t- tJk, 
from which (0.16) immediately follows (let t, = t/2, for instance). 
Remark. Thanks to the Maximum Principle, the above estimates are 
also true for solutions of changing sign. The equation has to be changed 
accordingly into 
u r =Ll((ul”u)- lul~-l u. (0.1’) 
We leave the details to the reader. 
Part (2) We now show that (0.15), (0.16) cannot be improved. For 
that we consider an arbitrary decay rate given by a continuous decreasing 
function g(t) > 0 defined for t > 0 and such that g(t) + 0 as t + cc and 
construct a solution u of (0.1) with prescribed mass M> 0 such that for an 
infinite sequence of times t, + co 
Mt,) = j 4t,) dx 2 gt4J (8.6) 
4X”, t,) tf: 2 s(L) (8.7) 
for some x, E RN. The proof consists in suitably transforming a solution u 
with smooth and compactly supported initial data, like the one considered 
in Lemma 8.1, by means of the transformations YA described above and Sp, 
defined by 
tq14”,ok 1) = P~tP--‘*x, t), (8.8) 
which for p E (0, 1) transforms a solution of (0.1) with initial mass M> 0 
into a subsolution of the same equation with mass ~~‘~~44. Let then 
u,tx, t) = ty?,.Q4x, t) (8.9) 
and assume that: 
(i) j u(x, 0) dx = M/2; 
(ii) p, = ( 1/2)2k”‘N, and 
(iii) the An’s form a decreasing sequence determined as follows: 
there exists r > 0 such that i u(t) dx > M/4 for 0 & t < r. Since g(t) + 0 as 
t + cc there exists t, 2 n such that 
g(t,) c min{ (l/2),+* M, zk( 1/2)2kn’N Ilu(z m}. (8.10) 
Then we set 2, = tft,. 
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With these definitions we obtain the following mass estimate for U, 
I u,(x, t,) dx = P;“~ I (8.11) 
if O<t<t,. We also have 
Finally, we define u as the solution of (0.1) with initial data 
4x, 0) = 1 u,(x, 0). 
(8.12) 
(8.13) 
n 
We observe that s u(x, 0) dx = M. On the other hand, since U, is a 
subsolution of the same equation and u(x, 0) > u,(x, 0) we conclude by the 
Maximum Principle that U(X, t) 2 u,(x, t) for every XE RN and t > 0. 
Together with (8.11) and (8.12) this implies the desired estimates (8.6) and 
(8.7). I 
The same arguments apply literally to Eq. (0.13). Besides, there is no 
major difficulty in applying them to the semilinear case r~ = 0, as the reader 
may easily check. 
9. FINAL REMARK 
The above results apply to equations with power-like nonlinearities 
which are invariant under a group of scaling transformations. Though use 
of this group was essential in the proofs, these can be adapted to a number 
of equations which can be viewed as small perturbations of the above ones. 
In order to show how to proceed in those cases we will consider briefly 
the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions to the equation 
u,=‘4(u”+‘)-f(u) in Q=RNx (0, co), (9.1) 
where Q > 0 and f: [0, co) + [0, 00) is a continuous function such that 
f(0) = 0. We also assume that 
4x, 0) = %(X) for xeRN (9.2) 
with u0 f 0, integrable, nonnegative, and compactly supported. It is well 
known [ 12, 13,201 that there exists a unique solution u E C( [0, co) : 
L’(R”‘)) of problem (9.1), (9.2). Moreover, since f 20 it follows from the 
Maximum Principle that such a solution is bounded above by the solution 
of the equation u,=~(u~+‘) with same initial data, which means that 
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estimate (8.1) holds and therefore u will decay as t + cc with at least the 
rate 0( t-k). 
In order to obtain more precise estimates for the solution let us make the 
following assumption of critical growth on the absorption term 
f(s) 2 c, sp* for O<s<c, (A) 
for some C, and c > 0. It is clear that under these assumptions that when- 
ever U(X, t) is a solution of (9.1) then the function 
4-T 2) = UC&X, c, t) (9.3) 
will be a subsolution to Eq. (0.1): U, = d(u”+ ‘) - up* once t is large enough 
so that, thanks to estimate (8.1), u will be bounded above by c. Hence, 
thanks again to the Maximum Principle we obtain a decay rate for u of the 
form O((tlog t)-k) as t--f co. More precisely, as a consequence of 
the estimates of Theorem 1 for every E >O we can find t, > 0 such that 
whenever t > t, 
s u(x, t) dx < (C, + s)(log(t/C,))-N’2, (9.4) 
4x, t) G (t log(W, )/Cl) -k (f-a*(r) + EL (9.5) 
where 5 = xt -“‘“(log( t/C,)) ko/2 CL k0 and C, and a, are as in Theorem 1. 
Comparison from below under the assumption 
f(s) d c& for O<s<c (B) 
can be done in a similar way. Putting together both results we obtain the 
following result. 
THEOREM 6. Let u be a solution of problem (9.1), (9.2) under the assump- 
tions speciJied above and assume that moreover 
(9.6) 
Then Theorem 1 holds. 
If the above limit equals C > 0, C # 1 instead of 1, we apply Theorem 6 
to the resealed function u(fix, Ct). 
It is evident that the same results apply if a perturbation of the absorp- 
tion term is considered for Eq. (0.13). Other examples will need more work. 
Take for instance the case of the equation u, = d#(u) -f(u), where 4 is a 
small perturbation of the power u”+ ’ and f is as above. We leave the 
precise details to the interested reader. 
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